WI ARES/RACES

Simulated Emergency Test 2019
5 October, 0900 to 1200
(Rev 4) Updates are highlighted in yellow.
1.

Purpose: The Democratic National Convention will be held in Milwaukee July 13 th through the 20th next year. This year’s
Simulated Emergency Test, (SET) will test the ability of WI ARES/RACES groups to activate and communicate from the county
level to District and State leadership.

2. Safety: The safety of everyone is a primary concern. Injuries to any exercise participant is NOT authorized.
a. Do NOT work above the ground unless properly trained and equipped.
b. Use extreme caution around power lines, generators, and electric cords.
c. Stay well hydrated and observe others for signs of fatigue, illness, and dehydration.
3. Goals:
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

Test group activation procedures.
i. Test the ability of local groups to communicate with each other and their District leadership.
Test the ability of district leaders to communicate with each other and with the State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC)
and state ARES/RACES leadership.
Test procedures statewide to communicate and coordinate with:
i. Served agencies and other AUXCOMM partner agencies (Red Cross, SATERN, Army and Air Force MARS and others).
1. All five 60-meter channels are available for communications with non-ham federal and state agencies.
ii. County emergency managers and WEM regional directors.
iii. Other amateur radio groups and operators in their area of operations.
Test ability to pass formal (Radiogram, ICS213, ICS213RR) and informal message traffic by voice and data.
Test ability to operate when electric and internet services are unavailable.

4. Objectives:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
5.

Encourage emergency managers and served agency leaders to participate by passing formal message traffic.
Maximize participation by all amateur radio operators including other AUXCOMM partner agencies.
Operate as many stations as possible on emergency power.
Activate county and District nets.
Activate as many county emergency operations center (EOC) stations as possible.
Pass formal traffic on NTS traffic nets.
Use as many modes as possible using HF (CW, digital, and phone) and VHF and UHF (phone and digital modes.)
Encourage media coverage by sending press releases to local print and broadcast outlets.

Exercise Scenario:
Support the Democratic National Convention during a statewide heat wave and severe weather. County and district
ARES/RACES organizations exercise their activation plans to generate as many fixed and mobile stations as possible. Then,
using proper procedures, pass the maximum amount of formal traffic between counties, districts, and state agencies and
leadership.

6. General Instructions:
a.
b.

Real World Emergency: If an actual emergency occurs during the SET, we will terminate the exercise.
Communications Flow: District Emergency Coordinators, or their representatives, are the key to making SET2019 a success.
They are the link between the counties and WEM and state leadership.
i. All bands and modes are in play. See the ICS205 Communications Plan for exceptions.
1. IMPORTANT: The WECOMM Network and 3.967LSB ARE RESERVED for DECs, WEM, and state leadership.
ii. Use of Winlink for message traffic is STRONGLY encouraged.
iii. Counties:
1. Communicate between themselves and with their respective DEC on county and district nets.
2. May use the WI ARES/RACES HF Net for communications to the SEOC.
iv. DECs communicate between themselves and with WEM and state leadership using WECOMM and 3.967LSB.
c. ARES Connect: IMPORTANT: All Districts and counties participating in SET2019 are to set up an event on ARES Connect.
All SET participants are to sign up on their ARES Connect event.
d. Each SET participant:
i. VERY IMPORTANT: Identify all SET message traffic with “This is an Exercise”.
ii. Follow all FCC Part 97 rules.
1. Use tactical callsigns to start an exchange. Use FCC callsigns at the end of an exchange.
iii. Have some fun! Experiment with different bands and modes.
iv. Deploy to and operate from EOCs and other served agency facilities.
v. Operate on emergency power.
vi. Send his/her EC and DEC a message announcing the opening and closing of their station.
vii. Report station activities to your EC for inclusion in his/her SET Form A.
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e.

f.

7.

Emergency Coordinators:
i. Prior to the SET:
1. Encourage and train all amateur radio operators in your area of operations to participate in the SET regardless of
membership in ARES/RACES.
2. Arrange to have at least one community and/or county EOC active during the SET.
3. Publicize local SET activities by sending a press release to local print and broadcast outlets. A press release is
an easy ten extra points!
ii. During the SET:
1. Activate local ARES/RACES net(s) using established activation plans.
2. Send his/her DEC formal messages announcing the opening and closing of local nets.
3. Ensure that message traffic passes into and out of their county.
iii. After the SET:
1. Submit a SET Form A to the ARRL (sewald@arrl.org), Kyle Schaefer, KC9SDK, WI SEC (sec4wi@gmail.com,
and Skip Sharpe ASEC Training (W9REL@ARRL.net.
District Emergency Coordinators:
i. Prior to the SET:
1. Coordinate local and district SET training activities with the ECs in their districts.
2. Provide assistance as requested to implement the SET.
ii. During the SET:
1. Ensure one or more district nets provide communications between county nets and the state nets.
2. Send local ECs, other DECs, and the SEC formal messages announcing the opening and closing of the district net.
3. Ensure that message traffic passes to stations in respective counties throughout the district.
4. Use the ARES/RACES HF on 3.967MHz to communicate with the SEOC and state staff.
5. Use established emergency communication and frequency plans.
iii. After the SET:
1. Ensure that county and district net managers submit a SET Form A and, where applicable, SET Form B to the ARRL
(sewald@arrl.org), Kyle Schaefer, KC9SDK, WI SEC (sec4wi@gmail.com, and Skip Sharpe, W9REL, ASEC
Training (W9REL@ARRL.net).

This guidance is basic and is purposefully vague. Each county should expand on the basic SET scenario to realistically test their
group’s ability to communicate among themselves, other counties, and their DEC. DECs should, likewise, test their district’s
communications capabilities and their ability to communicate with other DECs and state leadership.
i. And remember: Have some fun and be creative!

Skip Sharpe, W9REL
Wisconsin RACES Chief Radio Officer
Wisconsin ARES ASEC Training
262.320.7547
W9REL@ARRL.net
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SET2019 Communications Plan
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SET2019 ICS205 attachment 1
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SET2019 ICS205 Attachment 2
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SET2019 Form A (WI ARES/RACES)
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